MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT

Our way of thinking and consulting

With a view to surviving in the severe global competition, any corporation have to keep coping with rapid changes of a social situation surrounding us. It is necessary for a corporation to bring up people and organization having capability of drawing out individual wisdom.

TPS is mentioned as one of business models, which is to do “Continuous Improvement” completely by the people taking part in the field with racking their brains toward their goals. These people who can able to draw out wisdom, which are called “Leaders for Kaizen”, are important.

Our corporation develops this way of thinking for both manufacturing sections and management sections such as a sales department, an office work department and so on.

For the purpose of insuring profits of the whole organization, it is indispensable for the entire sections to ponder over strategy for improvement of productivity swiftly and to execute the plans. Our corporation applies this concept and develops consulting not only for private corporations but also for municipal corporations, and obtains good results.

Though our consulting based on TPS, without persisting in only TPS methods, we bring up “Leaders for Kaizen” who can over directions for Kaizen suited to each own organization and can execute them.

An organization rooted the climate of Kaizen continuously is tough and adaptable to the social changes. We will built it together.
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